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00:04 – 1:10 Heidi: Consumer engagement in life sciences and health care continues to grow, from searching for care and accessing new 

channels of care to tracking and sharing health data and using new digital tools and technologies. How could this increased engagement 

spill over to the regulatory environment? Or will it? 

 

This is Tales of Transformation.  

 

On our last episode of Tales of Transformation, Dan Ressler and Doug McKinnell joined me to discuss how regulation is evolving to 

address the continued emergence of new technologies and digital capabilities in life sciences. Today, Dan and Doug are back to dig into 

the evolving role of the patient, and how consumers themselves, whether they are aware of their impact or not, could influence the life 

sciences regulatory landscape.  

 

Dan is the Global Regulatory Advisory leader of Deloitte’s Life Sciences & Health Care practice and Doug is a partner with Deloitte 

Switzerland. Welcome back, gentlemen. 

 

01:11 Dan: Thank you.  

 

01:12 Doug: Thank you  

 

1:13 - 1:21 Heidi: So, Dan, how do you see the role of the patient evolving, and how could this influence the regulatory environment as it 

relates to digital advancements?  

 

1:22 - 4:07 Dan: I think patients will absolutely have a role in the regulatory landscape and probably both explicitly and implicitly, or 

maybe better said, both directly and indirectly. We've talked a lot about regulation and about the balance. It's about keeping patients 

safe, but it's also about making sure that patients, I think, it will be increasingly about making sure that patients have the information to 

make the best decisions about their health and that we're bringing the best medicines to live long and healthy lives. And I think you're 

already seeing patients treating health care more and more as a benefit and needs-based decision, in many ways like anything else we 

shop for, right? 

 

So, patients go to multiple sources for information when developing their own perceptions and maybe even plan before they speak to a 

doctor. So, they're going to want more information, not less, and they'll want it to be right, and they'll likely be willing to trade or can 

contribute some of their own information.  



But, again, only if they can expect the right level of privacy and things like that. A different kind of regulation but regulation nonetheless. 

And so I think about, on the healthcare side, patients want the kind of care that best meets their needs, whether it's going to a clinic, 

because you just have a cold or a sprained ankle or your kid has an earache, versus maybe going to your personal physician with whom 

you've had a long relationship for a proper physical or maybe something that's a more serious concern and, of course, their consumers 

so they want both parties to know about all of their interactions, and they want their health information, which is usually personal, to 

remain safe and private. 

 

So how we're buying healthcare and medicine and what we're expecting, beyond just a single, monetary transaction. I think that's 

already beginning to influence our regulations. I don't know if we always recognize it. I think we'll look back and we'll say oh, right, you 

know, the retail dimension of health care had a bigger impact than we noticed at first. The other thing I'd say is consumers don't really 

like to take no for an answer and especially not, from a regulator or from today's view of government, where they're not sure 

governments keeping up. There's a good amount, I think, of skepticism about whether government is behind the times, and consumers 

don't like to take no for an answer. So, I think that in and of itself will begin to have a dramatic impact on the regulatory environment. 

 

4:07 - 4:13 Heidi: Doug, where do you see the influence of regulation as it relates to digital advancements with a patient-centered view in 

Europe? 

 

4:14 - 7:20 Doug: I don’t know necessarily if I see European patients and consumers acting fundamentally out of lockstep with American 

and other counterparts around the world. What I do think is fascinating is the language we now use and practice as thoughts; we 

referred to patients, we refer to consumers. It wasn't such a long time ago that we used the word subject to describe a participant on a 

clinical study. We've come a long way. Patients do not behave as subjects who say, “yes doctor, you know best, I will do exactly as you 

advise me to do,” and submit to whatever the protocol request. They are informed. They are empowered. They're proactive. I absolutely 

loved a case example, actually, that shows the peril that we face if we don't engage patients very positively. There is an example where a 

whole cohort of patients all enrolled onto the same blinded clinical study, effectively unblinded the study they shared proactively 

through the course of their experience of participating in this study; they shared a lot of their actual lab and test results at least to the 

extent that they were able to kind of pick them up and write them down and kind of notate them, and actually then, within that group 

there were all kinds of different professional skills and statisticians, , and they were able to work out well, while the study was ongoing, 

exactly who was on standard of care treatment and who was on the study drug, and how each person was responding to it. They got 

pretty close to predicting the conclusions of the study itself while it was still ongoing. I think it's a fascinating case example of what 

happens if you don't positively engage and positively embrace the demands that patients and consumers have and their expectations of 

how they will be treated. We did a phenomenally interesting project recently where one sponsor study actually took patients to a clinical 

site and did all kinds of walk-throughs of different proposed protocols, gathered that feedback, and actually compared then how the 

feedback of different patient groups, so those of African American descent compared with those of Caucasian descent, and many cases, 

the feedback was very similar, and in other cases they were quite different, kind of emotional responses, or even taboos around 

discussing certain topics. The authorities were hugely interested in how those endeavors had implicated the design of the protocol and 

then ultimately the submission to approve and authorize the clinical study. So, I think the patients are having a phenomenally profound 

impact on regulation in all kinds of ways, not necessarily deliberately, but just through voting with their feet as consumers.  

 

7:21 - 7:37 Heidi: Today’s consumer is more informed, more empowered, and much more proactive. They are no longer subjects and will 

be making their voices heard. 

  

I want to thank my guests Dan and Doug again for joining me today on Tales of Transformation. Thank you. 

 

7:38 Dan: Thanks for having me.  

 

7:38 Doug: Thank you. 
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